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Document Capture Automation

Applications to Classify and Distribute 
critical documents in your company
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•  GlobalCapture® Convey 
(Economic - Up to 4 CPU cores)

•  GlobalCapture® Convey PLUS 
(Flexible – Up to 4 CPU cores)

•  GlobalCapture® Production Server 
(Scalable - Up to 12 CPU cores)



How it works ?

With the GlobalCapture® design module, it is simple to apply documentary processes from the administrative web 
interface, where you can define each step of the documentary transformation by placing several activities within the 
workflow.

1. Capture

Capture documents from your 
multifunctional printer, scanner, email 
server, or even a watched network 
directory, providing the flexibility to 
gather document information from 
virtually any source.
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4. Validate

Checking the integrity of your 
information before it’s released 
downstream is critical to any type of 
process automation. GlobalCapture 
provides OCR confidence reporting, 
and other validation checks including 
data type mismatches.

2. Classify

Use forms recognition to automatically 
classify and capture your documents. 
With Rapid Adapt learning, new forms 
can be created on the fly for ongoing 
training of the capture process.

3. Extract

Extracts information from your 
documents using the powerful OCR 
(Optical Character Recognition) tool, 
Bar Code Recognition, Tabular Data 
Extraction, Database Search and 
others.

6. Release

In addition to a file share, 
GlobalCapture can also release your 
documents to almost any document 
management solution, including 
direct integration withGlobalSearch® 
ECM Software, Microsoft SharePoint 
y otros. 
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5. Route

Automatically route your documents 
to the correct destination, including 
shared folders on your network that 
GlobalCapture® creates and names 
on demand. With automatic e-mail 
notifications, users are informed 
when new documents are available.
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GlobalCapture® converts documents into useful data that help you make decisions, automatically improving 
work efficiency and productivity in your company.

Friendly
GlobalCapture® has a friendly design 
platform with web interface for the cre-
ation of workflows.

Flexible
For small or high volumes, 
GlobalCapture® allows you to add the 
processing capacity or users to your 
license profitably.

Mobility
Access the interface of the application 
from anywhere through any modern 
browser. GlobalCapture® has web 
technology and a comprehensive 
graphic designer.

Scalability
Designed to grow together with your 
company, GlobalCapture® offers the 
flexibility to acquire what you need and 
add according to your needs.

    Easily Configured Scalability     No “Per Page” Licensing Re-
quirements

    Feed the Engine of Process 
Automation

    Powerful Email Processing
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Key Points and Benefits

Why GlobalCapture® ?

High value data mined from your documents 
can be easily shared across the enterprise 
and the applications you use most including 
Accounting, ERP, CRM and BPM platforms.

Administrators can quickly set up multiple 
processing engines to handle larger volume 
workloads,  while easily adding and removing 
threads for varying processing loads.

GlobalCapture’s licensing scales based on server
processing cores rather than page counts. This 
means your processes will never shut down 
unexpectedly at the end of a busy month.

You’re not limited to extracting information from 
scanned images. You can seamlessly capture 
emails with their attachments and search across
everything to find the information you need.
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